Town of Lyons Board of Trustees
Workshop Agenda
Monday, February 7, 2022
5:30 pm – 6:50 pm
ZOOM LINK :
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88001966302?
pwd=bEVSckhOdjd3Sm9WYlgyZWx4WnIzZz09
Meeting ID: 880 0196 6302
Passcode: 720920
Dial by your location
+1 312 626 6799
Meeting ID: 880 0196 6302
I. WORKSHOP
I.1. Presentation Of Call For Projects On Historic Depot Building
1. LEAF Proposal
2. Lyons Creates Proposal

Documents:
LEAF PROPOSAL.PDF
LYONS CREATES PROPOSAL.PDF
DEPOT RFP-FINAL.PDF
SCORING SHEET.PDF
“The Town of Lyons will not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities on the
basis of disability in its services, programs, or activities. Persons needing accommodations or
special assistance should contact the Town at hr@townoflyons.com as soon as possible, but
no later than 72 hours before the scheduled event.”
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summary of Leaf's proposal for the historic lyons depot
LEAF's mission is to offer a human services safety net to people in need in the Greater Lyons area.

We achieve our mission through:
1. Lyons Community Food Pantry
2. Lyons Meals on Wheels
3. Basic Needs & Resource Matching
4. Mental Wellness & Addiction Recovery
5. Lyons Volunteers

LEAF's current lease ends this year
Without suitable space for LEAF
to operate, human services
provision may not be available in
our community.

LEAF's Core hu,man services programs grow steadily each year due to increasing need
The Need: There is a steady year-over-year increase in need for local human services in Lyons.
At the same time, services are changing and becoming more complex.
Our community must keep up with this growth in order to remain vibrant, diverse, and inclusive.
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LEAF's proposal: A comprehensive new community solution that offers:
1. Vital human services
2. Shared collaboration for office, meeting, co-working, and community space for LEAF and other Lyons nonprofits
3. A new building for Lyons Community Food Pantry with a commercial kitchen, adequate food storage, space for a
medical clinic, and an open community space that enhances and benefits Lyons.

summary of Leaf's proposal for the historic lyons depot
As outlined in our proposal, LEAF's Executive Director, Staff, and
Board of Directors have the nonprofit, operational, and financial
experience required to execute on our proposal.
Award to LEAF: LEAF will continue to meet Lyons' growing and changing human service needs. Working with
our qualified team, strong volunteer force, and local collaborative organizations, LEAF will continue to partner
with people in need towards their path of self-reliance, dignity, and independence.
Cost: Annual fixed fee of $3,000 for a 5-year lease of the Depot and
land usage. Town to consider waiving any and all fees related to the
facilities. LEAF and TOL identify tax credit grants or funding options.
Partner with TOL to set lease agreement for new construction.

Benefit: LEAF contributes $2M+ in value to Lyons
annually, leads nonprofit collaborations, erects a
building to create a space that benefits the entire
community.

Estimated Capital Requirements:
Building structure, parking $1,000,000
Commercial kitchen
$150,000
Furniture, fixtures, storage
$125,000
IT, AV, technology
$100,000
Landscaping, sandstone
$50,000
All other
$75,000
Total Raised by LEAF:
$1,500,000

did you know?
LEAF directly served 17.4% of the local population in 2021.

Capital Raise: Project to be funded by LEAF through individual donations, local
businesses, government grants, foundations, and sponsorship programs.

the leaf team is committed to lyons, to leaf, and to this project. it is our hope that town leadership will
choose to partner with Leaf and establish a valuable new resource to benefit our entire community.

2021
LYONS COMMUNITY FOOD PANTRY
1522 food pantry visits
259 people served
54,107 pounds of food distributed

good food & healthy community every week

LYONS MEALS ON WHEELS
lyons

2693 meals delivered
25 unique clients
14 dedicated volunteers

hot meals & warm hellos

BASIC NEEDS & RESOURCE MATCHING
78 people served
$15,274 in Basic Needs & COVID grants

a stabilizing support in our community

MENTAL WELLNESS & ADDICTION RECOVERY
223 individual therapy sessions
36 group therapy sessions
58 hours crisis intervention
241 hours community work and milieu therapy

no-cost mental health care for people unable
to access or afford care elsewhere

LYONS VOLUNTEERS
14 community-wide projects
19 projects for individuals
34 "Weed Posse" deployments

making Lyons more safe & beautiful

LEAF offers a human services
safety net to people in need in the
Greater Lyons area.
www.leaflyons.org

Dear Friend,
The outcomes speak for themselves:
LEAF really is the heart of Lyons.
In our small community, nearly 200 people came together to
volunteer nearly 6000 hours of their time last year. Copowered by 335 donors and partners, this local team has
become the Heart of Lyons. Indeed, you met the human
services needs of nearly 20% of our local population in 2021
while growing healthy community all across the Greater Lyons
area, too.
So many of us joined together last year. And we changed our
small corner of the world with good. Let's keep it up in 2022.
There's always plenty of room for more world-changers to join
the LEAF Family and share their Hearts for Lyons, too.
Challenges and opportunities await us. I can't wait to go after
them, together.
With the highest regard,
Lory Barton
LEAF Executive Director
2022 Board of Directors
Ashley Cawthorn, Chair
Crystal White, Vice Chair
Regan Bullers, Secretary
Karen Schwenn, Treasurer
Suzanne Davis
Dan Farrell
David Hamrick
Skye McDonald
Mike Schweiger
Megan Walsh
Program & Staff Leadership
Nancy Reckling, Monique Sawyer-Lang, and Debbie Tabor,
Lyons Community Food Pantry
Pam Browning, Lyons Meals on Wheels
Cherie Maureaux, LPCC, NCC, Mental Health Clinician
Rick DiSalvo, Barney Dreistadt, Rolf Hertenstein, and Mike
Karavas, Lyons Volunteers
Karen Thompson, Development & Program Administration

Letter of Transmittal
Victoria Simonsen
Town of Lyons Administrator
PO Box 49
Lyons, CO 80540
vsimonsen@townoflyons.com
Dear Victoria,
Please accept this letter of transmittal regarding LEAF’s, Lyons Emergency & Assistance Fund’s,
proposal for the long-term lease of the Historic Depot.
Lyons Emergency & Assistance Fund
PO Box 324
350 Main Street
Lyons, CO 80540
720-864-4309
www.leaflyons.org

In care of:
Lory Barton, Executive Director
lory@leaflyons.org
303-990-2176 (personal phone)

LEAF is a registered 501(c)(3) organization. Our Federal EIN is 81-0720530. Our State of Colorado
registration number is 20163039101. LEAF is the agency that provides comprehensive wraparound
human services support in Lyons. We understand the need to utilize the Depot property for the benefit
of the community, and it is our intent to do so as represented in this proposal.
With gratitude,
Lory Barton
LEAF Executive Director
This proposal will be valid and binding for ninety (90) days after January 31, 2022, and will become
part of LEAF’s contract negotiated with the Town.
Profile, mission statement, and goals:
LEAF started in 2008, becoming a registered nonprofit in 2016. We currently have limited space from
which to operate in Lyons Community Church. The lease agreement in this location ends this
year. Even if the church were amenable to continuing our lease agreement, the human service needs
in Lyons, and the services LEAF offers to meet those needs, have greatly outgrown the space in the
church. In addition, we want to support the coming need for even greater human services as the
Summit housing community is built.
LEAF’s mission is to offer a human services safety net for people in need in the Greater Lyons
area.
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Our goals are these:
● To ensure no one in the Greater Lyons area goes hungry
● To provide opportunities for people to build healthy relationships, resilience, and stability,
along with opportunities to break dysfunctions, substance abuse/addictions, and generational
poverty
● To empower at-risk or aging community members to remain self-sufficient and in their own
homes for as long as possible
● To address social isolation and the need for community among our most vulnerable, isolated,
and at-risk neighbors
● To partner with clients to address their own stability and independence through choices, skills,
and supports that lead to sustainable and self-reliant futures
● To provide support for basic needs like housing, utilities, medical care, and transportation
● To provide volunteer opportunities and volunteer services that benefit our community
● To expand opportunities for our community through partnerships with other helping
organizations

Proposal
The strategies LEAF’s teams apply toward achieving our mission are these five programs we offer to
the community, at little to no cost to our participants:
● Lyons Community Food Pantry
● Lyons Meals on Wheels
● Basic Needs & Resource Matching (direct financial assistance, case management)
● Mental Wellness & Addiction Recovery
● Lyons Volunteers
It is our intention to continue to offer these services to the community. LEAF’s approach to work is
very community-oriented. In 2021, 184 people donated nearly 6000 hours of service to the community
through LEAF. With minimal staff and maximum community involvement, LEAF achieves a great deal
of good in Lyons. In fact, our volunteer effort and service output are equivalent to more than a
$2 million donation to the Lyons community each year.
LEAF intends to use the historic Depot facility to create shared office and co-working space, meeting
and gathering and classroom space, and potentially a place where mental health services can be
provided.
Through the establishment of MOUs, we will make the Depot building widely available to, and shared
with, local partners including:
● Lyons Community Foundation
● Lyons Arts & Humanities Commission
● Lyons Community Farm Project
● Lyons Garden Club
● the OUR Center
● – and more.
Rather than sitting empty much of the time, we expect the Depot to be a space of lively and
connected community, and the perfect complement to the neighboring Lyons Public Library’s meeting
areas. We look forward to sharing use of and responsibility for the space with our local partners.
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In addition to our expectations for the use of the Depot building, LEAF has a unique and innovative
proposal, one targeted at meeting changing and growing needs in Lyons:
With an understanding of Lyons’ need for service provision and healthy community, and following
conversations with State Historical Society staff and others, LEAF is proposing the addition of a
building on the site, to the west of the Depot. This building will meet the Lyons Downtown design
guidelines and building codes, and the Town’s covenants with the Colorado Historical Society. The
completed project will enhance the historic Depot and the entire site. Through our partnerships with
Lyons Garden Club, Lyons Community Farm Project, our Lyons Volunteers, and local artists, the
entire space will be well-maintained, beautiful, used, useful, and reflective of Lyons’ style and lifestyle.
LEAF will obtain funding for this project.
This new building will house the Lyons Community Food Pantry, designed with maximum flexibility to
best serve the community. This plan to utilize the historic Depot, in conjunction with the new
construction, will enable LEAF to continue providing our current services, to collaborate with partners,
and to improve our community in the following kinds of ways:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Rather than opening the Pantry for just two hours a week, LEAF can expand hours to better
meet needs and improve access in ways that create equity for our underserved
populations.
The new building will include a commercial kitchen. The kitchen will provide many
possibilities for teaching and learning, events, collaboration, and even income to offset
operating expenses.
The new building, the Depot, and the beautiful grounds will be a place where everyone in the
community - from youth to aging adults - can purposefully connect, engage, and grow with one
another, with our team, and with other organizations and leaders and teachers in the
community. The opportunities are limited only by our community’s imagination.
With dedicated space, it is our intent and desire to partner broadly and creatively with other
local organizations, including Lyons Community Foundation, Lyons Arts & Humanities
Commission, the OUR Center, Lyons Garden Club, Lyons Community Farm Project, and
more. These collaborations will enrich the community and strengthen all of the partners’
outcomes for the good of Lyons. Indeed, please find included herein letters of support from
local partners.
With dedicated space, we can provide a place for a medical clinic to visit and operate in the
Food Pantry building. We note this was a frequent request in the Town’s recent
Comprehensive Plan survey results, and one that LEAF is suited to address.
With permanent, dedicated space, it is our intention to increase mental health services and
to increase case management in the community. Through our partnerships with the OUR
Center and other agencies, deeper case management support will solve deeper problems
than our current limited space, time, and resources can address.
In the event of a community emergency, located adjacent to Town Hall and the Sheriff
Department, this new building could serve as a staging area for people to gather for
information and instruction.

All of these solutions will support the Town and strengthen our community by building
relationships and opening the door for more comprehensive services that will solve problems
and increase stability in Lyons.
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Knowing our current lease agreement ends this year, LEAF’s leadership has been searching
for a new location for over 2 years. Given the current real estate market, it has been difficult to
identify a suitable place. The biggest challenges are related to access: The space must be walkable
for our participants, as many lack transportation, and it must have accessible parking, as many of our
participants have mobility concerns. Additionally, nearby and reliably-available parking is needed as
our team members and clients carry large loads of food to vehicles. Finally, any space we pursue
must be within our financial and organizational means to operate. The Historic Depot property
presents as a rare and perfect solution, and the timing is urgent.
Our architect, Paul Legan, is a Lyons resident and the principal of Aspect Architecture, LLC. He has
developed a draft concept that envisions a “Depot” theme, with unique and creative design elements
woven throughout the new building and surrounding outdoor spaces. This theme ties the entire
property together in a way that both enhances and shines a spotlight on the historic Depot building.
The architectural schematic and eye-level perspectives (included herein) contain a modest Food
Pantry and commercial kitchen building that will be partially powered by rooftop solar panels. An
adjacent structure, with gabled roofing to match the Depot’s, will house additional storage, an
administrative area, and space that could host a medical clinic.
LEAF’s plans also include a well-conceived outdoor area that will enhance the improvements along
Broadway and the multi-modal path. There are places for individuals or small groups to meet – or
simply rest and reflect. The large sandstone patio on the north side of the Pantry building features a
covered outdoor kitchen and gathering area. The patio continues on towards the Depot building, and
a sandstone path connects the buildings, sidewalks, and parking areas. Our plan includes a sculpture
park woven across the property as well, where the work of local artists is displayed through our
partnership with the Lyons Arts & Humanities Commission. In collaboration with partners, sizable
raised garden beds towards the northwest side of the site will allow a variety of plantings to reach for
the sun. We propose an arrangement with the Town where groundskeeping is shared, based on our
respective capacities. LEAF will bring significant maintenance and care for the grounds through our
partnerships with Lyons Community Farm Project, Lyons Garden Club, and our own Lyons
Volunteers.
If LEAF is granted the Depot property, we can enhance service offerings to better meet needs, and
provide greater access and equity across our community. We will achieve this through the efforts of
our qualified team and strong volunteer force, and by growing even richer collaborations with local
organizations and helping agencies. LEAF has a successful track record of providing answers to the
growing human service needs in Lyons. In fact, LEAF directly served 17.4% of the Lyons
population in 2021, and countless people indirectly. LEAF conservatively estimate that 25% of the
new Summit housing residents will seek human services support. LEAF is the only human services
agency working exclusively in Lyons. If LEAF doesn’t have a place from which to operate, human
services provision may not be available in our community.
LEAF’s executive director is Lory Barton. She has led the organization for three years, serving LEAF’s
mission, launching new projects in response to community need, and guiding the organization
successfully through the extended COVID crisis. Largely through her efforts, LEAF is in a solid
financial position to undertake this project. Lory holds an MBA and has worked in the nonprofit sector
for 15 years. She has capital campaign/building experience and will serve as the primary point of
contact for the project.
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LEAF’s board of directors will be fully engaged with the project through Lory Barton. The board
members serving on the project committee are David Hamrick, Mike Schweiger, and Regan Bullers.
David is a retired executive with 35+ years leading technology teams in the Telecom, Cable and
Higher Education sectors, including two ground-floor startups. He holds finance & MBA degrees, has
served on numerous technology boards, nonprofits and planning and zoning commissions (current
Chair of PCDC). Mike is an accounting professional with over 20 years of experience in overseeing
the financial health of organizations. He has led a $10M headquarters construction project. He also
founded a nonprofit, where he gained experience in major fundraising and raising capital. Regan is a
former Peace Corps volunteer. She holds an advanced degree in education and has several years’
experience actively serving on nonprofit boards and local commissions, including the Town of Lyons
Housing and Human Services Commission.
LEAF’s program leaders, who serve as volunteers, have significant program and volunteer leadership
experience. Our primary program volunteer leaders are Nancy Reckling, Debbie Tabor, Monique
Sawyer-Lang, Pam Browning, Rick DiSalvo, Barney Driestadt, and Joanne Barnard. They will help
address program needs and solutions for the project.
Cherie Maureaux is the manager of LEAF’s Mental Wellness & Addiction Recovery program. She is
also our staff mental health therapist, and she will help guide mental health solutions for the project.
As noted previously, LEAF has engaged local architect Paul Legan of Aspect Architecture, LLC. Paul
has significant experience with similar projects and is very passionate about this local project.

Cost Proposal
LEAF proposes an annual fixed fee of $3000 for a minimum five year lease of the Depot. We ask the
Town to waive or negotiate fees associated with construction of the Food Pantry building. LEAF will
partner with the Town to identify tax credits or funding options offered by the State or other funders.
LEAF and the Town will collaborate to determine a suitable lease agreement for the new construction
site. LEAF will fully fund the day-to-day operation of the Food Pantry building. LEAF seeks to
negotiate with the Town a suitable shared approach to maintenance of the property based on our
respective capacities. Without knowing the specific operating costs of the Depot building, we are seeking
to negotiate with the town in good faith, to relieve the Town of effort and expenses while maintaining fiscal
responsibility over funds from our donors. We believe our proposal will create significant value for the
Town and our community while addressing the urgent problem of maintaining community-based human
services. LEAF carries sufficient insurance for all of our current activities, and will address necessary
changes to our coverages should we be awarded this project.
LEAF is pursuing this unique space, and investing very significant resources, to improve life for
everyone in Lyons. We are committed to Lyons, to LEAF, and to this project. It is our great desire that
Town leadership will choose to partner with LEAF and establish, together, this valuable new resource
that will benefit our entire community.
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Tuesday, January 25th, 2022

Dear Town of Lyons Staff and Board of Trustees,
The Lyons Community Foundation is providing this letter in support of LEAF’s application to
lease the Lyons Historic Depot and the surrounding property.
The Lyons Community Foundation and LEAF have enjoyed a long term partnership for the
benefit of non-profit community partners as well as the general population in the greater Lyons
area. LCF strongly supports LEAF’s application for the use of the Lyons Historic Depot.
We are in discussions with LEAF on how we can jointly partner on the future use of the Lyons
Historic Depot including but not limited to much needed storage space. For the past several
months, LCF has gratefully welcomed use of a room in the building to house necessary
equipment and materials for community events such as the Summer Sandstone concerts, the
Winter Wonderland Concert Series, the Artisan Market, the Parade of Lights as well as the
Hootenanny, among others.
We urge you to carefully review LEAF’s proposal and to award them the Lyons Historic Depot.
If you have any questions, please contact me.

Jeanne Moore
Chair of LCF Advisory Board

January 17th, 2020

To The Town of Lyons Staff and Board of Trustees
I am writing to express Lyons Community Farm Project’s support of LEAF taking over
the current lease of the Lyons’ Historic Depot. We are so excited to be collaborating with LEAF
in the future to better address and serve the needs of our community in Lyons, CO. Currently the
Lyons Community Farm Project intends to donate some of the food grown from the Lyons Food
Forest to LEAF for the local food pantry. We are looking forward to finding more ways to
partner in serving the community, however, and if LEAF were able to lease the Historic Depot
space, we would be able to do just that.
The Historic Depot is just two blocks from the location that will become the Lyons Food
Forest, the pilot initiative of Lyons Community Farm Project. Part of the mission of the Lyons
Community Farm Project is to provide educational opportunities for our community members.
We are excited at the possibility of partnering with LEAF to be able to make this happen. Having
the ability to be able to teach classes in the commercial kitchen from the food and herbs we
harvest from the Lyons Food Forest would be very impactful. We hope to teach classes such as
traditional food preparation and storage for winter, herbal remedy making, and health and
nutrition. Additionally we look forward to creating raised garden beds with LEAF at the Historic
Depot for elderly folks in the community to be able to have easy access to the joys of gardening
as well.
I have personally been impacted by LEAF since moving to Lyons. During the pandemic I
lost much of my income and as a single mother, had to stay home to help my then kindergartener
get through school. There was one month where I just did not know how I would get my bills
paid and LEAF was able to help us with rent assistance. I cannot describe how grateful I am to
this community for supporting such a wonderful organization. As I am sure you know, LEAF
offers free counseling services in Lyons, has an amazing food pantry for low- income folks,
works with senior members of the community, and so much more. I personally know many
people here who have been greatly helped in times of need by LEAF. It’s a joy to me for my own
nonprofit organization to be in a collaborative partnership with LEAF. As we work together, I am
sure we will be able to aid many more members of our community, especially during such
stressful times of economic uncertainty.
Thank you so much for considering LEAF for the rental of the Historic Depot. It is my
great hope to be involved with what new assistance they provide to the community there.

In Gratitude,
Saoirse Jordan McCallum
Executive Director, Lyons Community Farm Project
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Lyons Depot Activation Request For Proposals
Submitted on January 31, 2022 by:
Lyons Arts and Humanities Commission
in partnership with Lyons Creates

Our Vision For The Lyons Depot:
To increase jobs, incomes for creative people, and investments in creative places;
To attract artists and creative entrepreneurs to Lyons,
infusing new energy and innovation into the community;
To enhance the economic & civic capital and resiliency of our community; and
To serve as a focal point for celebrating and strengthening Lyons’ unique identity.

January 31, 2022
Victoria Simonsen
Town Administrator
Town of Lyons
PO Box 49
Lyons, Colorado 80540
vsimonsen@townoflyons.com
Dear Ms. Simonsen,
On behalf of the Lyons Arts & Humanities Commission (LAHC), we thank you for the opportunity to submit a
proposal to utilize, activate and truly bring to life the historic Lyons Depot.
The LAHC was formed with a mission to beautify the streets of downtown Lyons, promote local artists and
educate the viewing public on artistic inspirations and procedures. As demonstrated throughout this
response to your call for proposals, the LAHC has many and varied accomplishments which have touched all
corners of this community, showcasing the extraordinary diversity of our creatives.
Recently LAHC has been working to form a non-profit arm, currently operating under the name Lyons
Creates. The mission of Lyons Creates is to support Lyons in contributing to the state's economy through
creativity, culture and arts in order to increase jobs, incomes and investments in creative spaces, attract
artists and creative entrepreneurs, infuse innovation, and enhance the economic and civic capital of this
community. Lyons Creates is just getting its wings, having recently applied to the Boulder County Arts
Alliance for fiscal sponsorship so that it may jumpstart fundraising even as the organization’s long-term
strategy is in development. That process will be complete in mid-February. Additionally, Lyons Creates is
leading the charge to become a certified Colorado Creative District. That process will unfold over the course
of this next year, as a comprehensive five-year strategic plan and an approach to financial sustainability is
finalized.
This proposal for the future of the Lyons Depot demonstrates our beliefs that the building must continue to
play the role that it always has for the community – as a space for the community and a place for connection,
for exploration, for learning, for celebrating. We are confident in our ability to deliver the vision we’ve set
forth in this proposal in a way that is respectful to the Depot’s rich history. The proposal contained herewith
will be valid and binding for ninety (90) days following the proposal due date and will become part of the
contract negotiated with the Town.
It is our sincere hope that you align with the vision we have set forth for this important building in our
community. We are passionate about the work we do, and equally so about this opportunity. Please contact
me with any questions you may have.
With regards,

Lauren Click
Chair, Lyons Arts & Humanities Commission; Member, Lyons Creates (Tax ID:87-4379737)
PO Box 49, Lyons, CO 80540
6605537289
laurenmclick@gmail.com
www.townoflyons.com/181/Lyons-Arts-Humanities-Commission | www.lyonscreates.org

Vision for the Historic Lyons Depot
“New ideas often need old buildings.” – Jane Jacobs
Built in 1885 – first to transport limestone and sandstone, lumber and supplies, and then eventually
tourists traveling to Lyons and Rocky Mountain National Park – the Lyons Depot was the critical hub of
the community and region for many years. Its closure in 1960 left a hole in the heart of the community, so
much so that in 1974 when the Depot was put up for sale, the community organized the Lyons Historical
Society to save the building and add it to the National Register of Historic Places. The Town would
eventually acquire the building and after tremendous donations and many volunteer hours, the Depot
once again would reopen to serve the community in 1977 as the library. We all know the rest of the story.
The historic floods of 2013 ravaged the building and the library’s collections, once again putting the
building’s fate in jeopardy.
The Depot’s rebirth in the last several years provides a foundation for us to reimagine as a community
how it can continue to serve – in the best and greatest ways – the people of Lyons, and those who venture
through. The opportunity that exists today is to transform the currently underutilized Depot into a focal
point of gathering, collaboration and innovation, providing programs that support and enrich the
community of Lyons.
Jane Jacobs – a fearless champion for community, creativity, people and places once famously said, “New
ideas often need old buildings.” While art, culture and creativity are nothing new within communities –
and most certainly Lyons – having a dedicated space to celebrate the humanities in the very heart of
our community certainly is. At the Depot, Lyons Creates envisions a station for uniting the eclectic
bouquet of arts that calls Lyons home – a space that brings locals together to collaborate and connect, and
a space for visitors to enter the beautiful creative community that is Lyons… just as locals and tourists
have done in this space for the last century. Lyons Creates envisions the Depot as a communal space, a
place of the people. An historic space restored to uses tied to its history and given back to the community.
And we believe that we are the organization who can bring the community together and deliver just that.
We envision a reimagination of the Lyons Depot that includes:
▪ A visitor’s center (aka “Public Information Station”) that offers a starting point for exploration whether
you are from around here, or not;
▪ A space to dream, imagine, learn and create – free and affordable arts-based classes for all people and
all ages;
▪ Exhibition space for local artists, and programming to introduce the community to the incredible
talent that resides here;
▪ History and preservation education and historic displays that connect the community to our past;
▪ Partnerships with local organizations – non-profits, schools, community organizations and the Town –
to provide space, resources, and collaboration opportunities;
▪ Open spaces and rooms for the community to meet, collaborate, learn and partner;
▪ Outdoor spaces to program, play and connect.
Lyons Creates believes in the potential of the historic Lyons Depot to once again become a place of
transportive community connections. We believe that in this time – after the floods, after the pandemic,
and in a moment in which we need connection more than ever – that the programming we have been
delivering can and should have a home base in a place that is all about bringing people together, building
bridges, creating connections and collaborating.

Goals for the Historic Lyons Depot
“We shape our buildings; thereafter, our buildings shape us.” – Winston Churchill
The mission established for the Lyons Depot by Lyons Creates is as follows:
To provide collegial space for the arts and community to gather, co-mingle/co-create, discover common goals,
orchestrate events, and share responsibility in the stewardship of this historic nucleus of Lyons that the
railroad helped found and that the arts help sustain.
Lyons Creates has four primary goals for use of the Lyons Depot:
▪ To increase jobs, incomes for creative people, and investments in creative places;
▪ To attract artists and creative entrepreneurs to Lyons, infusing new energy and innovation into the
community;
▪ To enhance the economic and civic capital and resiliency of our community; and
▪ To serve as a focal point for celebrating and strengthening Lyons’ unique identity.
We believe our unique approach to programming this historic centerpiece of Lyons is critical not only for
the continued vibrancy of our creative community, but as a space for residents to come together, learn,
celebrate and engage, and for visitors to connect to our past and to our present. Our response to this RFP
identifies our approach to ensuring these goals are met.

Testimonial
“ I plan to resume teaching painting workshops in the near future and would be very interested in providing
lessons in a downtown art center rather than out of my home studio.”
– Erin Donnelly, Rowdy Mermaid Kombucha

Why Us
“Art isn’t about drawing; it’s about learning to see.” – Edwin Catmull
LAHC has a long history of supporting the Lyons community. And while a relatively nascent organization,
Lyons Creates was catalyzed by individuals and organizations who have played a significant role in LAHC
and in growing and supporting Lyons’ creative community. A recent $18,000 contribution from the Town
of Lyons to support LAHC/Lyons Creates’ efforts to establish a state-certified creative district here has
bolstered our collective efforts. A recent $5,000 contribution from Planet Bluegrass demonstrates that our
community is committed to succeed in these efforts. Our capacity to deliver on programming for the
community includes but is not limited to:
▪ Creative Outlets program (four, to date)
▪ Vibrant public outdoor arts program called heARTS of LYONS (leveraging repeat funding from the
Lyons Community Foundation)
▪ Quarterly Town Hall Art Shows (themed community shows for all ages and abilities which, going
forward, can happen at the Depot)
▪ Quarterly Lyons Regional Library Art Shows (for celebrating solo or duo area artists)
▪ Artisan Markets at Bohn Park
▪ Arts @ River Bend Art Shows
▪ Farm Dinners
▪ Baby Bell fundraising sales through local businesses
▪ Locks of Love fundraising sales through local businesses
As LAHC and Lyons Creates work to develop a five year strategic plan towards development of a statecertified creative district, a space to call home and provide programming is a foundational element and an
important piece towards long-term sustainability and the success of our creative district effort. Obtaining
certified creative district status elevates awareness of the Town of Lyons’ Lyons Depot across the state
(and beyond!), and provides an extraordinary opportunity to elevate the local community as well. The
Depot provides LAHC/Lyons Creates a way to keep all our assets together in one place, and establish the
building as a beautiful and active community destination. It is our commitment to manage, steward and
revere the Depot space as an inclusive space – one where community partners will not only co-utilize the
space for meetings and gatherings, but where we will catalyze collaborations between all our wonderful
community groups.
Testimonial
On supporting physical projects to amplify the arts in communities:
"These projects advance the creative industries in partnership with local government, business, and non-profit
organizations and play an important role in job creation and community revitalization."
-Margaret Hunt, Director of Colorado Creative Industries
LAHC/Lyons Creates Points of Contact
The following individuals will be the primary points of contact for the Lyons Depot efforts:
§ Lauren Click (Primary Contact) – LAHC Chair, Lyons Creates, laurenmclick@gmail.com
§ Chrystal DeCoster – Past LAHC Chair, Lyons Creates, Western Stars Gallery & Studio,
chrystaldecoster@gmail.com
§ Betsy Burton – Lyons Creates, Lyons Farmette, betsy@lyonsfarmette.com
§ Jocelyn Farrell – LAHC, Lyons Creates, Lyons Planning and Development Commissioner, Recent Board
of Trustee for Lyons – 4jocelynfarrell@gmail.com
§ Grace Barrett – Lyons Creates, Planet Bluegrass, grace@bluegrass.com
Biographies can be found in the appendices to this proposal.

Community Need
“Our thoughts are to the individual as our art is to the community.” – Wendell Pierce
Lyons is an extraordinarily creative community – our residents celebrate the diverse experiences offered
here and visitors flock here to be a part of it. Over the years, planning effort after planning effort has
reiterated the need to continue to strengthen our creative and cultural roots.
The 2010 Lyons Comprehensive Plan alludes to the community’s strong desires to ensure culture,
history, creativity and art remain at the core of the community’s strategic future. Specific components of
the plan that speak to opportunities for the Lyons Depot include:
▪ Economic Development Strategy 2.1.3 (Page 10): Work with the Lyons Historical Society to develop
and promote cultural heritage tourism related to Lyons’ historic buildings and sites.
▪ Economic Development Strategy 2.2.6 (Page 11): Encourage the promotion of tourism based on
Lyons’ history as well as arts and cultural events.
▪ Culture, History and Education Strategy 1.1.1 (Page 14): Promote and enhance the use of a Lyons
library facility as a community resource and a strategic hot spot to support local businesses, students,
scholars and other residents.
▪ Culture, History, and Education Strategy Objective 1.3.1 (Page 14): Integrate native materials and
historic themes into public art displays, gateways and public buildings.
▪ Culture, History and Education Strategy Objective 1.5.1 (Page 15): Continue to work with the arts and
music community to encourage artists of all ages in the community to submit appropriate arts projects
that may be incorporated into public spaces.
▪ Culture, History and Education Strategy Objective 1.5.2 (Page 15): Support efforts to engage Lyons’
youth in cultural programs and community events.
After the 2013 flood, the Town of Lyons Recovery Action Plan (intended to complement the 2010
Comprehensive Plan) was prepared through extensive community involvement. At the top of the list of
the goals identified were the following:
▪ “Create opportunities for arts & artists to thrive.”
▪ “Make Lyons a retail, recreational, artistic, & heritage tourism destination.”
▪ “Engage and support youth and children.”
In addition, the Recovery Action Plan’s Implementation Table (March 2014) culled out the following
things as “Arts, Culture & Historic Preservation” priorities to “support the advancement of education and
culture in the community”:
▪ “Create a live-work development that can provide affordable housing for artists as well as a space to
incubate their trade & business”
▪ “Explore feasibility of a music and arts school that compliments Lyons’ cultural tourism sector and
employs local creative arts professionals”
▪ “Explore the possibility of multi-use performing arts center”
▪ “Explore the viability of enhancing the existing Raul Valdez stage in Sandstone Park for events such as
plays, dance performances, and concerts.”
Today, as we work towards the updated 2022 Lyons Comprehensive Plan, the community is weighing in
on the next decade for the community. The recent community survey results noted a few things that help
amplify the desire for spaces like the Depot to be truly activated for community use and gathering:
▪ When asked about the built environment, land use and growth was noted as one of the top three
concerns, in particular concerns ranged from “losing community character” to “preserving historic
buildings”

▪

When asked for comments about culture and education, respondents expressed a desire for more
community programming for all ages, and respondents overwhelmingly enjoyed the cultural activities
and public art in Lyons and would like to continue to see this type of programming grow and be
supported

The above examples illustrate – and provide evidence for – the desire that local residents have for
retaining the arts-centric focus for Lyons as well as an authentic concern for historical preservation. As a
collaborator, uniter, activator, programming and community partner, LAHC/Lyons Creates sees an
opportunity to serve as the organization who can utilize the Depot space to meet the needs of the
community – needs that have long been expressed and memorialized in studies, reports and surveys.

Utilizing the Space
“Beautiful spaces create beautiful minds.” – Heidi Ketvertis
Testimonial
“After the 2013 flood, the Lyons depot rehabilitation was made possible through extensive grants awarded not
only to preserve an important historic asset but also the vital community learning and gathering center
provided by the occupant, the Lyons Depot Library. When the Library District formed, allowing the library to
move to a more appropriate facility, I was hopeful after flood recovery the Depot would again be regularly
utilized and appreciated by the public in a spirit consistent with the grants. As a home for the proposed
Creative District, I believe the Depot would once again resume its historic place as a prominent location our
vibrant community.”
- Christina Wells, Lyons Railroad Depot Rehabilitation Volunteer
LAHC/Lyons Creates has developed plans to utilize the Lyons Depot in a way that will program all five
rooms, as well as the surrounding exterior spaces. We do not intend to place heavy demand on the
building beyond what it was designed for. We recognize the Town’s formal contract with the Colorado
Historical Society and LAHC/Lyons Creates intends to steward and program the space with respect to the
historic character, working with the historical features and permanent covenants. Our goal is to engage
with community organizations and community members to make the Depot a vibrant and vital year-round
community space, recognizing the more relevant we are to our community, the more successful we – and
the Depot – will be.
A diagram on the following page illustrates the room layout and proposed uses, further described on Page
8. We should note that in addition to the specific uses mentioned for each room, throughout the building,
LAHC/Lyons Creates will host revolving art shows on a quarterly basis. We recognize that nails cannot be
utilized in the plaster walls in the Public Room and Ticket Office walls, but in the restoration of the
building, picture rails/molding was installed in both rooms to facilitate displays, and we intend to utilize
and potentially expand that system if appropriate. The walls in the Connecting Room and Freight Building
are drywall, and hanging mechanisms that protect the integrity of the walls will be sourced and carefully
installed. .
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To serve as a focal point for celebrating and strengthening Lyons’ unique identity.
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D. Public Info Station & Merch Hub

E

E. Large Group Instruction /
Large Group Project Flex Space

(Community art/music/writing classroom / “wet”
project space per online scheduling)
“Freight Building”

F. Grounds / Patios / Potential
Pavilion / Available Flex Space

(Community groups / Events / Culinary Carts /
Sculptures / Performances / Outdoor Classroom /
Art Fairs / Famers’ Markets / Project Spaces coordinated per online scheduling)
(Revolving Art Shows coordinated by the LAHC/Lyons Creates)

NOTE: IN ALL SPACES / ONLY IN APPROVED DESIGNATED AREAS

(Rotating desk assignments coordinated per online
scheduling w/ both paid and volunteer representation potentially from TBD community groups)
“Connecting Room”

(Use by community groups per online scheduling)
“Baggage Room”

A. Artist-In-Residency Studio /
Small Group Instruction Flex Space C. Meeting / Planning Space
(When not in use by quarterly rotating AiR, this “dry”
studio is available for soundproof art/music/writing
classroom space per online scheduling) “Public Room”

B. Small Group(s) Project(s) Space
(Use of “dry” room by community groups per online
scheduling) “Ticket Office”
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The Public Room
The Public Room is labeled as Room A on the diagram.
It’s Past…
The Public Room is historically where the public would go for tickets and telegrams.
It’s Future…
The Public Room is set to become an Artist-In-Residency (AiR) Studio and Small Group Instruction
Flex Space. When not in use by a quarterly rotating AiR, this “dry” studio will be available for
soundproof art, music and writing classroom space.
AiR programs have been successfully utilized by Colorado Creative Districts in Paonia, Steamboat
Springs and Breckenridge among others. Four AiRs will utilize the Lyons Depot space each year, to be
selected by the Lyons Creates Board of Directors. We will welcome rotating musicians, poets, painters,
sculptors, photographers, quilters, songwriters, ceramicists, writers, gardeners, and more to keep the
curriculum and arts programming varied and enticing. Each AiR will be required to teach a certain
number of classes/workshops, conduct a set number of community engagements/events, with
predetermined details of free studio provision at the Depot (in a shared community space). We will set
up the AiR schedule a year ahead will allow for planning, promoting, piggybacking of other
events/opportunities, and to ensure proper flow/variety.
The Small Group Instruction Flex Space will be available to the community at pre-determined times,
and will be scheduled via an online scheduling system
The Ticket Office
The Ticket Office is labeled as Room B on the diagram.
It’s Past…
The Ticket Office was historically the Ticketmaster’s domain.
It’s Future…
The Ticket Office is set to become the Small Group(s) Project(s) Space. This space will be utilized by
community groups per online scheduling.
The Baggage Room
The Baggage Room is labeled as Room C on the diagram.
It’s Past…
The Baggage Room was historically the space where baggage was kept or claimed.
It’s Future…
The Baggage Room – the stone room space – will become meeting/planning space. This space will be
utilized by community groups per online scheduling.

The Connecting Room
The Connecting Room is labeled as Room D on the diagram.
It’s Past…
The Connecting Room was added in the 1980s to connect to the Freight Building.
It’s Future…
Looking ahead, the Connecting Room will become the Public Info Station (aka Visitors Center) and
Merchandise Hub – literally a connecting space that connects the varied uses of the building. This
space, open during set weekly hours, will host our volunteer workers (and future paid employees) on
rotating desk assignments from community groups. We also envision an opportunity to partner with
Rocky Mountain National Park to establish a kiosk for visitor-relevant real-time information.
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D. Public Info Station & Merch Hub
(Rotating desk assignments coordinated per online
scheduling w/ both paid and volunteer representation potentially from TBD community groups)
“Connecting Room”

D

Preliminary Vision
The proposed use of this “Connecting Room” would to provide a space for the faces of the
various clubs, projects, organizations, commissions in Lyons who might wish to have a spot
in town to promote their endeavors and build connections with other entities & the public. An
online scheduling calendar would be devised & an initial expectation might include sharing
the coverage of this centrally located Public Info Station & Merch Hub with eventually paid
staff. Each involved group could have a file drawer, access to an ever-evolving community
“things to do / see / where to eat / shop” reference notebook to provide information to
visitors, & an opportunity to fundraise through the sales of each group’s tagged swag on
display in this area. A POS means to barcode products, conduct sales and pay outs, and
maintain inventory and cash flow would be provided.

NOTE: IN ALL SPACES / ONLY IN APPROVED DESIGNATED AREAS
(Revolving Art Shows coordinated by the LAHC/Lyons Creates)
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The Freight Building
The Freight Building is labeled as Room E on the diagram.
It’s Past…
Historically, this building sat south of the library between two sets of railroad tracks. It was donated to
the library in 1984 and connected to the Depot by the Connecting Room.
It’s Future…
In the future, the Freight Building will become Large Group Instruction/Large Group Project Flex
Space – to include uses such as space for community art and music programs, a writing classroom, if
needed a “wet” studio for AiR, and general project space, to be utilized per online scheduling.
If appropriate – and in coordination with the Town of Lyons and the Colorado Historical Society – we
may explore the addition of a sink (possibly implementing a greywater system for watering demands
of the Depot’s grounds) in the Freight Building space, to accommodate “wet” needs that emerge from
art classes. We are aware that there is one sanitary sewer line that connects to the property on the
north side and there is a crawl space underneath the Freight Building that houses the plumbing. The
lift station was designed for the current demand – e.g. restroom, janitor’s closet with mop sink, and
water fountain, and would need to be evaluated.
The Grounds
The Grounds surround the building.
It’s Past…
The Grounds of the building have changed uses over the years, as the building has changed uses. In its
working days as a Depot, the grounds served functions of storage and helped move people to and
from the trains. At one point, a pavilion was constructed that served the community for gatherings,
and provided shelter from the elements for travelers.
It’s Future…
The exterior spaces surrounding the Lyons Depot will become learning and programming/event space
that supports the Depot. We do not envision immediately making any significant changes or additions
to this space, rather we plan to obtain locally sourced tables, chairs and equipment for outdoor
classes. We envision spaces to be able to host community gatherings as well as food and beverage
trucks and possibly portable toilets. We also envision partnerships with organizations such as the
Lyons Garden Club to bring flowers, fruit, veggies and other greening to the space, as appropriate.
As allowed by the Town of Lyons and the Colorado Historical Society, we are also interested in
pursuing the addition of some historically relevant sculpture to this area, as well as potentially
reintroducing a community pavilion or bandstand, which could serve as shade and cover for both
classes and events. We envision being able to host artisan and farmer’s markets, gardening classes and
more. The Grounds will be open to the public as a park space when not otherwise reserved via online
scheduling
The graphic on the following page demonstrates a proposed future layout of The Grounds.
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NOTE: IN ALL SPACES / ONLY IN APPROVED DESIGNATED AREAS
(Revolving Art Shows coordinated by the LAHC/Lyons Creates)

F. Grounds / Patios / Potential
Pavilion / Available Flex Space

(Community groups / Events / Culinary Carts /
Sculptures / Performances / Outdoor Classroom /
Art Fairs / Famers’ Markets / Project Spaces coordinated per online scheduling)

Hypothetical Elements & Placement:

8
5
9

1. Possible Bandshell or Small
Covered Pavilion
(Electric needed?)
2. Outdoor Teaching Group
Space / Benches
(Local Redstone)
3. Outdoor Teaching Group
Space / Tables / Benches
(Local Redstone)
4. Conversation Benches
(Local Redstone)
5. Spots for Portable Toilets
for Events
6. Spot for Food / Beverage
Truck(s) (Electric needed?)
7. Existing Parking Spots
(Possibly add more to west?)
8. Plinths for rotating
sculpture display
(Solar lit? / Electric needed?)
9. Gardening Opportunities

NOTE: Scheduled Art Fairs /
Community Events / Farmers’
Markets, etc. could be
interspersed throughout the
grounds.
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Hours, Staffing, Maintenance
“Art is where work meets love.” – Unknown
Operational and staffing resources will come from a variety of sources in the short-term. In the longerterm, as our programming in the Depot becomes more consistent and revenue streams more reliable, we
will seek to augment what will be largely volunteer staffing in the early days of operation, with paid staff
(which is also required by the state should be wish to become certified) to support the growing, bustling
programming the Depot will feature. Our staffing and operational plan is as follows:
Operating
Year
Year 1
(April
2022March
2023)

Expected Operating Hours

Staffing

Monday-Thursday | 10AM-6PM
Friday-Saturday | 10AM-8PM
Sunday | 12PM-6PM

*Lyons Creates volunteers and board members will
lead on volunteer staffing as well as oversight of
programming/calendar/scheduling

*These hours would be subject to
seeing how the community wants
to utilize the space. For example,
evening hours during the
weekdays may be preferred. We
will confer with the Town as we
better understand community
desires.

*Volunteer staffing with other organizational
partner staff will be developed once the RFP is
awarded

*Holiday hours will be
predetermined

*Part-time paid staff to be utilized as necessary to fill
gaps in staffing

*Artist in residency (the AiR’s mutually agreed upon
hours and additional expectations will be defined
and contractually established at the start of each
residency)

*Artists who are teaching classes, etc. will be present
and responsible for helping to ensure cleanup
*We will have a paid cleaning staff do regular
cleanings/trash removal for the building

Year 2 &
Beyond

Monday-Thursday | 8AM-8PM
Friday-Saturday | 8AM-10PM
Sunday | 10AM-8PM
*Extended hours available upon
request, for a fee

*We will also have a paid maintenance crew to help
with exterior maintenance as needed, such as with
snow removal. During the summer months, we
envision the beautification and maintenance of the
outdoor spaces/gardens will occur via community
partnerships
*All of the above will continue, but we will begin to
transition to paid staff in the facility who will
support operations of the building as well as
programming

Financial Approach
“I don’t need the money, dear. I work for art.” – Maria Callas
Our desired lease term is 5 years beginning April 2022 with an additional 5-year option/first right of
refusal, and we are requesting a scaled lease rate to allow us time to invest in the materials and furniture,
fixtures and upgrades needed to launch our operations.
While the RFP suggests a 1-year rental with a 5-year option, we do intend to seek funding to support
some interior and exterior improvements that would need to be completed (e.g. addition of a sink,
exterior pavilion) as well as furniture, fixtures and equipment. For the purposes of ensuring possible
funders that this is a long-term venture, a longer initial lease rate with option is desired.
Our proposed lease schedule is as follows:
Operating Year
Year 1 (April 2022-March 2023)
Year 2 (April 2023-March 2024)
Year 3 (April 2024-March 2025)
Year 4 (April 2025-March 2026)
Year 5 (April 2026-March 2027)

Proposed Lease Rate
$500/month plus utilities
$600/month plus utilities
$700/month plus utilities
$800/month plus utilities
$900/month plus utilities

We are ready and willing to sign a lease agreement with the Town of Lyons immediately and provide
proof of insurance and other assurances.

APPENDIX
“There is always one more thing you can do to increase your odds of success.” – Hal Moore
Bios of Key Contacts for the Lyons Depot RFP
Cathleen “Chrystal” DeCoster
If big-picture thinking with keen attention to detail are the weft of Cathleen “Chrystal” DeCoster’s life, Art
| Writing | Appreciation are the warp. Foreshadowing the earning of her MAT in art education came a
decade of varied professional creative roles in publishing, design, advertising, and printing, the
interweaving of which propelled a pragmatic teaching career of both vocational and fine art at the
secondary and post-secondary levels, as well as program leadership and director of education
appointments across a 15-year span. Strategic team-building, incubating talent, multi-level planning and
promotions, curating optimal environments, researching efficiently, and communicating clearly are all key
threads parlaying into the success of her current project, Western Stars Gallery, which showcases and
promotes over 250 artists and consignors, as well as a rich tapestry of locally-sourced creations. Chrystal’s
constant flashback is deep appreciation for the myriad of mentors and moments from which she has been
able to learn and pay forward.
Grace Barrett
Grace Barrett has lived in Lyons for 6 years, and works as the Director of Communications for Planet
Bluegrass. She is a music obsessed, outdoor adventure lover that cherishes all things creative (and also
dogs). As part of the Lyons community and a member of the Economic Vitality Commission, Grace is
thrilled to be working with such a talented group to champion our local visual and performing artists.
Lauren M. Click
Lauren M. Click manages the grants program for the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture.
Previously, Click was the Director of Community and Public Programs at The Bronx Museum of the Arts
and a Peace Corps volunteer in the Dominican Republic. Click has undergraduate degrees in Anthropology
and Spanish from the University of California, Santa Barbara, and a Master’s degree in Applied
Anthropology from Columbia University. She has lived in Lyons since 2018, and currently serves as Chair
of the Lyons Arts and Humanities Commission and is a member of the Lyons Historical Preservation
Committee.
Jocelyn Farrell
Jocelyn Farrell has been a part of the Lyons art community as a professional modern abstract painter for
more than 10 years. Her paintings have been shown in restaurants, art shows and galleries throughout
Boulder County. Jocelyn is a member of Lyons Arts & Humanities Commission and has worked as a liaison
to the town’s Board of Trustees. In addition, she is Co-Chair of the Town of Lyons Planning & Community
Development Commission creating the 2022 Comprehensive Plan. Jocelyn is delighted to be a part of the
newly formed Lyons Creative District advancing art, education and economic vitality.
Betsy Burton
Betsy Burton is co-owner of the Lyons Farmette and River Bend in Lyons, Colorado. Betsy has always been
interested and involved in the arts in all of its many genres. She has lived in Lyons for 23 years and is
excited to see it grow in positive, unique and creative ways.
(Consultant) Jamie Giellis
Jamie Giellis is the founder and president of Centro, a consulting firm dedicated to the strategic and
(re)inventive creation of cities, places, and neighborhoods. Centro works to empower people to
reinvigorate their places. She works closely with community members, businesses, stakeholders, and local

groups to form effective public/private partnerships and implement strategies to allow for places to
successfully manage their needs and thrive economically, socially, and culturally in the long-term. Jamie
has had a particular focus working with creative and cultural districts. She helped develop Colorado's
creative district certification program and for six years worked for Colorado Creative Industries to support
emerging districts across the state. She also served as the president of the RiNo Art District from 2015 to
2019, Denver’s mold-breaking River North neighborhood. As president, Jamie oversaw district vision,
advocacy policy, programs, and projects. In particular, she led on projects to advance support for the
creative community, affordability and mobility, green infrastructure, support for the homeless community
and much more.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Rental/Lease/Use of Lyons Historic Depot
Proposals are being accepted by the Town of Lyons for a local entity to rent/lease/use the Lyons
Historic Railroad Depot building and office space. Interested businesses and non-profit
organizations should submit their proposal via email or via USPS in an envelope marked as
follows:
Lyons Historic Depot Proposal
Please submit bids to:
Victoria Simonsen
Town Administrator
PO BOX 49
Lyons CO 80540
vsimonsen@townoflyons.com
Formal proposals must be received by January 31, 2022 at 3:00 pm
Proposers are required to provide as much detail as possible regarding the scope of services
provided, approach to and type of use needed, as well as capacity and experience to operate
the service. Town staff and trustees will evaluate proposals and selection criteria to determine
an acceptable tenant. The Town reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or to accept any
proposal considered the most beneficial to the community, regardless of monetary compensation.
Proposals will be public information after all proposals are opened. Please direct all inquiries to
Victoria Simonsen, Town Administrator, at vsimonsen@townoflyons.com
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Rental/Lease/Use of Lyons Historic Depot

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Call for Proposals is to obtain proposals from local businesses and non-profit
organizations who are interested in using the municipal-owned property located at 430 5th Avenue,
Lyons, Colorado, also known as the Lyons Historic Depot, for the best and greatest use for the
community of Lyons.
The qualified proposer should highlight why this leased building and location is necessary for
their operations and how their use of the space would best benefit the overall community and
how many residents (and possibly visitors) could be served with transforming the municipal
building and space towards a non-profit use on a short-term or longer-term basis. Ideally,
proposers should meet the following program objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retain the historic integrity of the building and property
Enhance the space as a locale where the community can connect
Ensure the efficient and safe operation of the facility and grounds
Contribute to the economic resiliency and small-town character of Lyons
Demonstrate how the building’s use enhances your organization’s strategic plan
Provide access to and services for the benefit of the public
Provide excellent visitor/patron services and maintain positive, productive communication
with residents, users, staff, and the Town

The ideal proposal will present a plan to lease the space as a part of their comprehensive strategic
plan, while efficiently providing a vital community service to both residents and visitors.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Lyons, Colorado experienced a catastrophic flood event in September 2013. This was a historic
event, and the rainfall triggered flash floods across Boulder County and the surrounding region. In
the years since, Lyons has worked diligently to rebuild. The Historic Depot Building was one of
the first flood recovery projects completed and was funded with a variety of grant funding provided
by State Funds.
Due to its designation on the National Historic Register and funding from the State Historic
Preservation Office, the building has some historical features and permanent covenants that may
be challenging for an organization. For example, the plaster walls do not allow for nails to be used
and features cannot be changed without permission from the State.
The building is up to current code, complete with automated lights upon entry, handicapaccessible entries, and restroom, as well as a data server room and security system. Remodeled
and update in 2015, the rooms include five sections within the building: the original waiting area,
ticket office, baggage room, connecting room, and freight building. The building has historic,
operating windows, a data closet, storage closet, and restroom. The sizes of the two main
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buildings are approximately 10’ X 20’ (freight building) and 35’ X 15’ (public room, ticket office,
baggage room, and connecting room).
A proposal that has a vision for the space, while understanding the constraints of occupying a
historic building is critical. The current zoning of the parcel is Municipal Facilities and Services
District. See Lyons Municipal Code for more information.
https://library.municode.com/co/lyons/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=CH16ZO_ART3ZODIBO_DI
V2DIUS_S16-3-260MMUFASEDI.
The Town of Lyons has a formal contract with the Colorado Historical Society for this property. As
part of the agreement, the town agreed to follow specific covenants through 2034. “…no
construction, alteration, movement, relocation or remodeling or any other activity shall be
undertaken or permitted to be undertaken on the Property which would alter the architectural
appearance of the Property, adversely affect the structural soundness of the Property, or encroach
on the open land area on the Property…prior to written approval of History Colorado…”. The
contractor agrees to maintain the Property in a good and sound state of repair and to maintain the
Property according to the Standards so as to prevent deterioration of the Property. History
Colorado, or its representative, shall be permitted to inspect the Property at all reasonable times in
order to ascertain if the conditions are being observed.

3. PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
This section summarizes the requirements necessary for the Town of Lyons to recommend the
proposal to the elected Board of Trustees.
The Town would like to encourage proposals that align the use of the public facility towards the
organization’s (proposer’s) strategic plan. The proposal should outline what the organization can
commit to as a reasonable lease and utility rate.
The Town expects the proposal to define how leasing the space will allow the organization to
contribute to the economic resiliency and independence of the Town. Since the building is zoned
as Municipal, the Town would prefer that the lessee be a non-profit, or not-for-profit organization
(or soon to be formed).
The organization/lessee would need to agree to a lease agreement with the Town of Lyons as well
as provide proof of the required insurance needed per the contract with the Town.

4.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The Town is requesting that the proposal address the items outlined in Section 3 while also
offering a proposal that identifies the use, the participants, the organization and its mission, the
desired length of a lease, a proposed lease rate, how utilities will be handled, and how the
indoor and outdoor space would be utilized and maintained.
Due to the nature of this proposal, it is requested that each proposal be brief and to the point and
consist of no more than five pages. Each proposal shall provide the following information:
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Letter of Transmittal:
The letter of transmittal must contain the following statements and information:
• Organization name, address, telephone number(s), and website.
• Name, title, email address, and telephone number of the person(s) to contact
and who is authorized to represent the organization.
• Federal and State taxpayer-identification numbers and status of the organization
• A brief statement of your understanding of the need to utilize/lease the space and
a positive commitment to provide services as specified in the proposal
• The letter must be signed by a person authorized to bind the vendor to the
proposal and cost schedule.
• A statement indicating that the proposal will be valid and binding for ninety (90) days
following the proposal due date and will become part of the contract negotiated with
the Town.
• Provide a short profile of the organization, including Mission Statement and Goals.
Proposal:
Description of the approach the organization intends to use in providing the services
requested. Include a description of how the organization is positioned to provide the
services requested, with a history of experience in providing similar services. A local
approach towards helping to solve a need in Lyons is an important consideration.
Naming of staff and/or volunteer resources, with identification of principals and key
personnel,
who are available to provide the services (The town prefers one primary point of
contact/ project manager);
experience and expertise of staff and/or volunteers;
role and responsibilities that each staff member will have.
Include any scope of services beyond the required information that the organization can
provide which may be of interest to the Town.
Proposal summary, including why the organization is pursuing this unique space and how it is
qualified to perform the services.
Cost Proposal:
The Town is requesting that the organization submit a FIXED FEE service contract for the
rental/lease of the municipal space, for at least one year, renewable for up to five years
beginning in April 2022.
Organizations may also submit other alternative ideas that they feel would meet the needs of
the Town that may not have been considered in creating this call for proposals and submit
them as an alternate proposal.
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5. Evaluation Criteria
A selection committee, appointed by the Town Administrator, will review the proposal’s
qualifications. From this review, an evaluation and selection process will be completed using the
following criteria as a benchmark for making a recommendation. The Board of Trustees will
award the contract to the proposer who provides a proposal that it determines provides the best
use and alignment for the Town. The criteria are shown below and are listed in relative order of
importance:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Concept and Approach
Staffing and Experience
Community Need
Pricing/Cost

A rating system will be used to evaluate the proposals based on the above criteria. The award
of the contract will be made to an organization, whose proposal receives a favorable
evaluation and recommendation from the selection committee, with final approval by the
Board of Trustees. The Town reserves the right to accept whichever proposal is felt to be in
the best interest of and provide the best value to the Town of Lyons as well as to reject all
bids for any or no reason.

6. Miscellaneous
The Town reserves the right to reject any or all proposals for failure to meet the
requirements contained herein, to waive any technicalities, and to select the proposal
which, in the town’s sole judgment, best meets the requirements of the program.
The call for proposals creates no obligation on the part of the Town to award a contract or
to compensate the Bidder for any costs incurred during proposal presentation, response,
submission, presentation, or oral interviews. The Town reserves the right to award a
contract based on proposals received without further discussion or negotiation. Vendors
should not rely upon the opportunity to alter their qualifications during any discussions.
The Town further reserves the right to make such investigation as it deems necessary, to
determine the capability of the proposers to furnish required services, and proposers shall
furnish all such information for this purpose as the Town may request.
Proposers must specifically identify any portions of their submittals, deemed to contain
confidential and proprietary information or trade secrets. However, the vendor should also
understand that information submitted may be subject to Colorado Open Records Act Laws
and may be disclosed if requested.
All requests for additional information must be made in writing (including email), and this
information provided will be made available to all vendors at the discretion of the Town.
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Town of Lyons
CONSULTANT EVALUATION:DEPOT CALL FOR PROJECTS
Panel Member

Evaluation Factors

Non Profit
5 - Superior; 4 - Satisfactory Plus
Score

3 - Satisfactory; 2 - Satisfactory Minus; 1 - Unsatisfactory

Concept and Approach

Weight

Extended
Score

35

0

1) Project approach and ideas to enhance communicy services

2) Demonstrates ability to accomplish work in an effective and timely manner.

3) Information presented in the proposal.

4) Use of historic building

Comments:

Staffing and Experience
1) Names and experience of key people

2) Clarity of Roles

3.) Experience with Proposed Use

4) Experience locally

20

0

10

0

35

0

Comments:

Pricing / Cost of Proposed Use
1) Clear Expectation of Cost to Run Programs

3) Length of Lease

2) Pricing Arrangement
Comments:

Community Need
1) Does this serve a public Need?

3) Does this enhance a critical service?

2) Is the location appropriate

Total Score (out of 100):

0.00

